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Abstract
The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI) in UK has recently advised that COVID vaccines in
5–11-year-old children is non-essential. This has created an outrage among some healthcare professionals who
believed a mandatory vaccination program for all ages would be more beneficial. The JCVI decision sounds strange
to many public health professionals in light of the existing practices with regards to other children’s vaccines, for
instance flu jabs. The child immunisation should help reduce suffering in children, prevent virus spread in communities, reduce school off days, prevent the loss of quality of life in children and the sufferings from a preventable
infection. Therefore, why not support essential COVID vaccines for young children like we do for the flu? This article
explains the underlying mechanisms of currently deployed COVID vaccines, the cellular, humoral and mucosal immunity. The article explains why we should not rush mass-immunising young children and a delayed immunisation can
be beneficial in offering a more suitable vaccine formulation for children, such as the nasal COVID vaccine, that is
going to be available soon and will provide the sought-after protection against infection and transmission, the public
health benefit from the mass immunisation program in children.
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COVID immunisation program in children—what’s
the need?
The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation
(JCVI) in UK has recently advised that COVID vaccines
(10 mcg Comirnaty) should be offered to 5–11-year-old
children in UK, but such immunisation was deemed
non-essential by the JCVI [1]. This has created an outrage among some healthcare professionals who believed
a mandatory vaccination program for all ages would be
more beneficial like in United States and the parts of the
Europe.
The JCVI decision sounds strange to many public
health professionals in light of the existing practices with
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regards to other children’s vaccines. Influenza vaccine
(flu jabs) for young children, for instance, is a good example. The flu jabs for kids helps reduce children suffering,
virus spread in communities, school off days, helps to
prevent the loss of quality of life in children and the sufferings from a preventable infection.
The data from early pandemic suggested that most
healthy kids were at the least risks of contracting the
virus, severe COVID-19, hospitalisation, admission to
intensive care or death from COVID-19 [16, 17]. However, as the variants emerged, SARS-CoV-2 did infect
children [19], it caused suffering, corroborated community spreads, put vulnerable in family and community at
risk [20, 21], affected kids learning and education, risked
risk school closures [22] etc.—so why not support essential COVID vaccines for young children like we do for the
flu?
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Currently deployed COVID vaccines were designed
using the variant that was prevalent in early 2020 and
the virus has significantly mutated since then; the breakthrough cases from recent Omicron outbreak is a good
example of the rapidly evolving nature of this virus [23].
The currently deployed novel COVID vaccines may still
provide protection against a severe disease, risk of hospitalisation, admission to intensive care and death, albeit
not common in children. COVID vaccines will, however,
not provide the children the protection from catching
the virus in the first instance nor will prevent minor illness; and it will not reduce the risk of community spread
either. Furthermore, JCVI noted that over 85% children
aged 5–11 years have had contracted COVID-19 in January 2022 during Omicron outbreak in UK and, therefore,
have already acquired natural immunity, that will still
provide protection against severe disease on future reinfection [1].

etc., boosting the vaccine efficacy to over 87% in 2019
[27].
Several clinical trials confirmed the superior efficacy
of nasal flu vaccine over the injectable flu vaccine in preventing infections in children from as young as 6 months
to 17 years [18]. In influenza season 2002–2003, studies D153–P514 and D153–P515 in Europe [28] involving 2,085 (6 months to 6 years) and 2,211 children
(6–17 years) resulted in 52.7 and 34.7% fewer flu cases
than the injectable group, respectively. Later, during
2004–2005 influenza season, the study MI-CP111 [29]
involving 7,852 children (aged 6 months to 5 years) across
USA, Europe, Asia/Oceania demonstrated 44.5% fewer
flu cases than the injectable flu vaccine. Notably, these
studies were performed using older generation nasal flu
vaccines and more recently a quadrivalent nasal flu vaccine (Fluenz Tetra) had been rolled out in England that is
likely to improve the nasal flu vaccine efficacy even further in comparison to the injectable counterpart.

Intramuscular vs. intranasal vaccines—what’s
the difference?
The currently deployed COVID-19 vaccines are currently injected intramuscularly and evidenced a strong
cellular and humoral immune response to SARS-CoV-2
following injection [24]. COVID-19 is mediated by
SARS-CoV-2 which is a respiratory virus and injectable
vaccine induced immunity cannot protect immunised
subjects from catching the virus in the first instance. Vaccine induced immunity will, however, protect the subject from severe disease and hospitalisation [25] even if
the virus manages to survive the natural defences and
enters the circulation. The injectable COVID vaccines do
not produce mucosal antibodies e.g., IgA [24] that provide the protection at the point of entry for the virus.
This is normally the case with all respiratory pathogens
and corresponding injectable vaccines, for instance flu.
The efficacy of flu vaccine had always been subjected to
controversary as the real-world efficacy ranged as low as
30% to 60% in reducing the risk of catching flu [26]. The
flu vaccinated subjects usually do catch flu but mostly
recover from a minor illness and flu jabs still prevent a
severe disease and flu-associated hospitalisation. Injectable flu vaccines, therefore, were not very successful historically in offering the level of protection sought from
mass children immunisation campaign. However, since
the introduction of nasal flu jabs for school going children (2–17 years) in UK about a decade ago [7, 8], Public
Health England were able to achieve the desired outcome
from mass flu immunisation in UK, such as preventing
children from catching the infection in the first instance,
blocking community transmission that has also reduced
the adverse impact on children education and schools

Vaccine safety
The other key factor that unbalances the risk/benefit
equation of COVID vaccine for the young children is the
vaccine safety. The deltoid muscle mass in young children
varies significantly across age group and ethnicity and it
is not easy to standardise the dose and administration
technique among such a heterogenous population. For
this reason, very young children with minimal deltoid
mass are often contraindicated for intramuscular injections including some vaccines in the arm and instead
offered injections in the gluteal muscles. The size of muscle mass often better correlates with the body weight or
the BMI than the age. The injectable paediatric vaccine
dosages, therefore, cannot be simply based on age as children from 5 to 11 years is a very heterogenous group, and
one size would not fit well to everyone when it comes
to vaccine safety. The novel COVID vaccines (mRNA or
viral vector) are very different to the conventional vaccines (e.g., flu jab). The currently deployed COVID vaccines (mRNA or viral vector) work on the premise of
gene delivery and spurs an immune response against
vaccine transfected cells in our body. The scientific data
on vaccine development and post vaccine rollout surveillance (pharmacovigilance) suggests that injected vaccine
was able to distribute away from the injection site, potentially transfecting COVID genes in distance tissues and
attracting an immune response. The post-vaccine myocarditis in children and adolescent had been a concern in
adolescent and children [3, 4]. There have been suggestions that vaccine distribution to the body tissues away
from the injection site may be attributed to poor injection technique. Inadvertent injection of COVID-19 vaccine into deltoid muscle vasculature may result in vaccine
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distribution to distance tissues and consequent adverse
reactions [2, 5, 6]. A very high inter-subject variability
in deltoid muscle mass in children and heterogeneity
in injection techniques among vaccinators potentially
increases the safety risk.

are not at the risk of severe disease, using currently available injectable COVID vaccines. Any rushed decision on
Covid vaccine mandates in children may also undermine
public confidence on vaccines in general and may have
adverse implications in childhood immunisation programs, as we already started to see an adverse impact on
MMR immunisation rates in United Kingdom.

COVID vaccines: are there any intranasal products?
There remains the question for COVID jabs for young
children that could provide a significant benefit, i.e., a
protection from catching the infection in children in the
first instance and preventing the spread in the community. We understand that the currently deployed injectable COVID vaccines are not able to provide this benefit,
and therefore, the JCVI decision to declare COVID vaccinations as ‘non-essential’ in this age group is reasonable. However, there are number of nasal COVID vaccine
candidates that are likely to provide the desired benefits
and can, therefore, drastically improve the risk/benefit
ratio to support mass immunisation campaigns in young
children.
Several intranasal COVID vaccine products progressed
to clinical evaluation a while ago. Notably, there are at
least two nasal COVID vaccine candidates emerging
from UK, one from Lancaster university [9] and the other
from AstraZeneca [10]. Worth noting that nasal flu vaccine being used in national flu immunisation program by
Public Health England is also an AstraZeneca’s product
(Fluenz Tetra) and they have the expertise and previous success in producing nasal vaccines. The other nasal
COVID vaccine candidates under development include
products from CanSinoBIO [11], Bharat Biotech [12] and
Sputnik V [13] (all three had their injectable COVID vaccines successfully deployed across the world). In addition,
there is a candidate from National Taiwan University
Hospital under developmet [14], and yet another nasal
vaccine is jointly developed by the lnfectiology and Public Health (ISP) research unit and the Université de Tours
in France [15].
Conclusions
The nasal COVID vaccines have already evidenced to
provide the mucosal antibodies (IgA), i.e., the immune
protection in the upper respiratory tract and are likely to
protect the children from contracting the virus in the first
instance and, therefore, will also prevent community
transmission. Moreover, nasal route of delivery will have
much safer profile when it comes to adverse events associated with injectable vaccines as it will minimise the
risks of vaccine distribution to distant tissues post administration. The nasal delivery is also cost-effective for mass
immunisation campaigns in children, it also offers an
improved children and parents’ compliance. Therefore,
there is no rush to mass vaccinate young children, who
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